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Science stars can transform recycled materials into science-themed crafts. Convert old
clothing into space gear using ice, turn broken crayons into a candle with heat, and
grow crystallized candy in a recycled jar. Photos and detailed instructions walk you
through each step. Additional pictures of how to make each project are accessible
online via a QR code.
This book contains precisely referenced chapters, emphasizing environment-friendly
polymer nanocomposites with basic fundamentals, practicality and alternatives to
traditional nanocomposites through detailed reviews of different environmental friendly
materials procured from different resources, their synthesis and applications using
alternative green approaches. The book aims at explaining basics of eco-friendly
polymer nanocomposites from different natural resources and their chemistry along with
practical applications which present a future direction in the biomedical, pharmaceutical
and automotive industry. The book attempts to present emerging economic and
environmentally friendly polymer nanocomposites that are free from side effects studied
in the traditional nanocomposites. This book is the outcome of contributions by many
experts in the field from different disciplines, with various backgrounds and expertises.
This book will appeal to researchers as well as students from different disciplines. The
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content includes industrial applications and will fill the gap between the research works
in laboratory to practical applications in related industries.
This accessible, step-by-step book helps kids create over 40 adorable animals through
crystal-clear directions, and helpful photos and illustrations. From SLJ: ''Collections
serving young crafters or in need of additional titles on simple clay projects will find this
selection useful.''
52 ways to get green and clean. These days everyone's talking about the plight of the
planet-from climate change and carbon footprints to diminishing resources and
vanishing species. Whether you're a committed tree-hugger or someone who doesn't
know a pesticide from a compost heap, you're sure to find a wealth of simple yet
meaningful changes that are easy to implement. With ideas on everything from
recycling to reducing energy consumption, Live an Eco-Friendly Life will help readers
save time, money, and the earth all at the same time.
Crafty readers will delight in celebrating Earth Day by making age-appropriate, Earththemed projects from odds and ends they already have! Turn recycled paper into a
beautiful bloom barrette, give old shoes new life with painted shark portraits, and build a
beehive out of used straws. Easy to follow steps and color photographs provide
inspiration and guidance as you create all kinds of activities. Step-by-step instructions
pair with photos of in-progress and finished crafts. Extend learning with additional
photos of how to make each activity, accessible online via QR code.
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The 1st ed. includes an index to v. 28-36 of St. Nicholas.
"Presents clay art projects that can be made in 5 steps"--Provided by publisher.
This book offers a comprehensive guide to becoming a more eco-friendly setting, from
small steps that can be taken to reduce waste and improve efficiency to setting up
partnerships. It illustrates how sustainable choices can become a natural part of every
child’s education and how children, parents and staff can all inspire sustainable
behaviour across local communities and at national and international levels. Covering
all aspects of practice including colleague and parental engagement, the environment,
routines, resources, and teaching and learning, the book helps readers and
practitioners to embed a sustainable approach in day-to-day practice. It draws on
recent research, studies and stories of success and failure that can be adapted to fit
everyone’s own journey towards a more sustainable world. The chapters address
topics such as: plastics and their alternatives sustainable food sustainable resourcing
transport and trips waste management. Drawing on the experiences of real nurseries
and including a wide range of activities and lists of resources, this is an essential read
for practitioners, leaders, policymakers and all settings that want to help make
sustainable choices a natural part of young children’s lives.

"Provides step-by-step instructions on how to create fourteen simple clay crafts
and includes a vegan recipe for homemade clay"--Provided by publisher.
Here's help in selecting current, nonfiction books that will get boys excited about
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reading. * Citations for over 1,700 current nonfiction titles published between
2007-2009 that will appeal to boys * Interviews with seven authors, including
Kadir Nelson, author of We Are the Ship, recent winner of numerous children's
literature awards, and a great role model for young male readers * Nonfiction
booktalks that can be used word-for-word when presenting books to students *
Reproducible booklists * Photos of featured male authors * Book cover
illustrations
Science stars can transform recycled materials into science-themed crafts.
Convert old clothing into space gear using ice, turn broken crayons into a candle
with heat, and grow crystallized candy in a recycled jar. Photos and detailed
instructions walk you through each step of the activity. Additional pictures of how
to make each project are accessible online via a QR code.
Simple steps for sustainable living Creating a green and healthy home might
seem like an overwhelming task at times. Practically Green takes the practical
approach to mindful living: Start small and go from there. Author Micaela Preston
takes the guesswork out of green living by helping you make smart, healthy
choices for your family without spending tedious hours researching the pros and
cons of all the products available on the market today. In Practically Green you'll
find: • Simple copy-and-clip guides that make it easy to buy smart • At-a-glance
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charts and lists that break down complicated information in an easy-tounderstand manner • 30+ DIY projects and ideas for making-it-green yourself,
including instructions for making all-natural body care products, simple sewing
projects and much more • Healthy, tasty recipes to please kids and adults alike,
ideas for packing greener lunches plus tips and tricks for replacing packaged
convenience snacks with home-made versions Let Practically Green guide you to
a greener life!
"Presents earth-friendly craft projects that can be made in 5 steps"--Provided by
publisher.
Parents, teachers, and caregivers looking for ideas on how to get children
outdoors and instill in them a love of nature can find more than 75 creative crafts,
games, and activities using objects that kids can collect from nature in this idea
book. As children make race cars out of rocks, create paint from plants, and
assemble funny grass masks, they learn to be environmentally friendly—absorbing
information on recycling, reducing waste, and inspiring others to protect nature.
Organized by the various natural materials needed, the crafts offer a new twist on
perennial homemade gifts and school projects.
A valuable, one-stop guide to collection development and finding ideal subjectspecific activities and projects for children and teens. • Provides an excellent
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resource for libraries considering creating makerspaces • Helps educators locate
instructions for entertaining and educational program and curricular activities that
range from cooking and e-drawing to performing magic tricks, solving puzzles,
mask-making, and outdoor games • Utilizes a subject heading organization and
indexes multi-topic titles by chapter for ease of use • Supplies plans targeted for
distinct age ranges: lower elementary (K–3rd grade), elementary (3rd–6th grade),
middle school (6th–9th grade), and high school (9th grade and above) • Includes
an appendix containing additional online sources of information that augment the
book's content
Shares instructions for creating Earth-themed animal crafts, including converting
a recycled jar into a retro bird feeder, turning recycled paper into wild lion wall art,
and transforming old T-shirts into a dog toy.
you’ve probably considered a variety of small business ideas. But, while you
have plenty of passion, direction can be hard to find.To help, we have pulled
business ideas for anyone who wants to run their own business. Ready to take
things to the next level? This ultimate guide to entrepreneurship and these home
business ideas can help you do more than dream up a good idea. It can help you
turn it into reality today. as someone truly said "If we tried to think of a good idea,
we wouldn’t have been able to think of a good idea. You just have to find the
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solution for a problem in your own life." based on practical ideas. small scale
industries related products explore it today.
This book features: Furniture & Fabrics Wall & Window Coverings Floors &
Countertops Bed & Bath Lighting Babies & Children Pets Outdoor Living
Finishing Touches
MARSHALL/LIVE AN ECO FRIENDLY LIFE
This book examines how energy use has evolved with technological
advancements and changing social norms and ideas in environmental
conservation and productive output in the ceramics-making industry. The four
cities or towns of Arita, Hong Kong, Jingdezhen, and Yingge are the settings for
this research.
"This book shows people how to create an eco-friendly garden from scratch or by
redeveloping an existing garden. It is practical, simply written and based on the
author's own first-hand experience and the wealth of knowledge amassed during
the course of her job at Grass Roots, Australia's most popular self-sufficiency
magazine. The author's aim is that readers will gain the confidence and
knowledge necessary to develop a garden in their own individual style to suit the
needs of their family, in an environmentally friendly manner and for little
cost."--Provided by publisher.
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1.Magbook series deals with the preliminary examinations for civil series. 2.It?s a
2 in 1 series offers advantages of both Magazine and book. 3.The entire syllabus
of Indian History divided into 29 chapters. 4.Focuses on the Topics and Trends of
question asked in Previous Years? Questions. 5.Offers Chapterwise Practice and
well detailed explanations the previous Years? questions. 6.More than 3000
MCQs for the revision of the topics. 7.5 Practice sets and 2 Previous Years
solved Papers sets for thorough practice. 8.The book uses easy language for
quick understanding. Preparing for the examinations like UPSC, State PCS or
any other civil Services papers students need to have a comprehensive,
complete and concrete knowledge about their subjects from the point of view
exam. Arihant MAGBOOK Series is a must for Civil Services (Pre) Examination
State PCS & Other Comprehensive Examinations. It?s a 2 in 1 series that
provides all the study material in concise and brief manner offering unique
advantage of both Magazines and Books. It comprehensively covers the syllabus
of General Studies portion of the UPSC and State PCS Preliminary Examination.
The current edition of ?Magbook Indian History? covers every topic of History
(Ancient, Medieval and Modern Indian History).The whole syllabus has been
divided into 29 chapters in this book. It focuses on the Topics and Trends of
questions which are asked in previous Years? Civil Services Examinations,
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further it provides Chapterwise practice of the questions that build self confidence
and Skill Adaption in the candidates and lastly it offers detailed explanations of
Previous Years? Civil Services examination in a easy language for quick
understanding. Apart from Topical coverage and Previous Years? Question, this
book also focuses on practice by providing with more than 3000 MCQs and 5
Practice Sets that help students to know latest pattern of the paper as well as its
difficulty level. This book is a must for the civil services aspirants as it help them
to move a step ahead towards their aim. TABLE OF CONTENT ANCIENT,
MEDIVAL AND MODERN HISTORY ? The Stone Age, Indus Valley Civilisation,
The Vedic Age, The First Territorial States, The Religious Movement of
Mahajanapadas Age, The Mauryan Empire, The Sangam Age, Post Mauryan
Period (200 BC ? AD 300), The Gupta Age, The Post ? Gupta Era (AD 550 -750),
The Sultanate of Delhi, Provincial Kingdoms, Religious Movement, The Mughal
Empire, The Maratha Empire, Mughal Decline and Rise of Regional States,
Emergence of European Powers in India, Tribal and Peasant Uprisings,
Governor Generals and Viceroys, Development of Modern Education and Press,
Revolt of 1857, Social and Religion Reforms, Movements, Growth of Nationalism
and Struggle for Independence (1885 ? 1919), Struggle for Independence
Second Phase (1919 ? 1927), Struggle for Independence Third Phase
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(1927-1939), Struggle for Forth Phase (1940-1947), Religion and Philosophy,
Music, Dance, Theatre, and Festivals, Indian Architecture and Festivals, Indian
Architecture and painting Schools, Chronological Panorama of Indian History,
Glossary, Practice Sets (1-5), Previous Years? Solved Papers Set 1, Previous
Years? Solved Papers Set 2.
The 15th Passive and Low Energy Architecture (PLEA) conference considered
the issues of sustainability and environmental friendliness at the city scale. Some
150 papers address the many and varied questions faced by architects and
planners in reducing the impact on the environment of cities and their buildings.
Crafty readers will delight in celebrating Earth Day by making age-appropriate,
Earth-themed projects from odds and ends they already have! Turn recycled
paper into a beautiful bloom barrette, give old shoes new life with painted shark
portraits, and build a beehive out of used straws. Easy to follow steps and color
photographs provide inspiration and guidance as you create. Step-by-step
instructions pair with photos of in-progress and finished crafts. Extend learning
with additional photos of how to make each project, accessible online via QR
code.
Presents instructions for thirty eco-friendly projects, including pots, towel racks,
drawer dividers, pendants, shades, and trays.
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Quirky, colourful and fun projects for preschool kids and their parents to make
together. Small children love crafting and creating, and it's educational as well as
enjoyable - crafting can help develop fine motor skills and teaches small children
to follow instructions and work alongside someone else. Kate Lilley's hugely
popular blog, Minieco, grew out of her desire to teach her own kids to be
resourceful and use what's around them for creative play. Parents and kids alike
will love the 35 bold, colourful projects featured in the book and divided into
sections that include Music, Nature, Sewing, Science and Recycling Bin. The
final section contains a list of 50 quick boredom busters that harassed parents
can pull out of the bag in an emergency! Kate Lilley has a degree in Fine Art and
a Master's Degree in Visual Communication. She then went on to work as a web
designer before becoming a Mum. Kate's blog, Minieco, chronicles her
adventures in crafting with her two young sons using inexpensive materials found
around the home. Minieco has just celebrated its second birthday and currently
receives 150,000 visits a month.
Naturally available nanomaterials or those synthesized from natural resources
become “new favorite” of material world due to their advantages of low cost,
safety and environmental friendliness. They are honored as future “green
materials” and widely used in fabricating various functional materials. Naturally
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available materials have been playing an increasingly important role in many
fields such as environmental remediation, separation, catalysis, and polymer
composites. This book collects latest research results on the new composites for
environmental application, focusing on the study of fabricating functional
composites using natural clay minerals. Naturally available materials or solid
waste or minerals are good precursors for producing adsorbents. Composites
based on sub-bituminous coal, lignite, and a blend of coal and Irvingia
gabonensis seed shells, the Cl-type Mg-Al hydrotalcite (Cl-LDH), the
hydroxyapatite decorated with carbon nanotube and Zirconium (Zr)-containing
silica residue purification (ZSR-P) were proved to have good adsorption
capability to Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions, antibiotic molecules, Cd(II), and fluoride,
respectively. The nano-Mg(OH)2 loaded carbon cloth showed good separation
effect for Eu(III), and the sodium-modified clinoptilolite showed good separation
effect for CH4/N2 from coal bed gas. Also, natural nanoclay is an effective
precursor for the preparation of inorganic-inorganic or organic-inorganic nanohybrid materials. Using nano-kaolinite as a carrier, the inorganic-inorganic hybrid
cobalt blue pigment with excellent color and stability can be obtained by surface
co-precipitation and in-situ calcination crystallization process. The intercalation of
7-amino-4-methylcoumarin (AMC) molecules into the interlayer space of
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montmorillonite (MMT) can effectively inhibit fluorescence quenching and
improve the detection effectiveness of Cr(VI) in water. The interlayer space of
kaolinite can accommodate organic molecules to form an organic-inorganic
hybrid composite. Natural clay minerals are also effective carriers for catalysts.
Er3+:CeO2/palygorskite nanocomposites prepared by a facile precipitation
method showed excellent desulfurization rate under visible light irradiation. The
zero-valent iron-loaded nanoclays composite catalysts can degrade efficiently
Rhodamine 6G (Rh 6G) under microwave irradiation. In addition, the polymer
composites have been developed using natural palygorskite, montmorillonite
nanosheets or silica nanoparticles as inorganic components, which are potential
to be used in many fields such as packing, biomedicine, or rubber. With the
increasing attention to clay minerals, research methods for the microstructure of
clay minerals continue to receive attention. It is no doubt that natural materials
have got a booming attention from researchers in mineralogy, materials science,
chemistry, energy, biomedicine and other fields due to their advantages.
However, there is still a long way to go to substitute traditional synthetic
nanomaterials with natural ones, and there are still theoretical and technological
limitation in the design and synthesis of new materials from natural materials.
Related theoretical research and technological development require continuous
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exploration by researchers. This book has collected some recent advances in
related research, and hopes to play a role in attracting more attention to the
construction of functional materials from natural raw materials. It is also believed
that through the unremitting efforts of all researchers, the dream of green
materials and green preparation processes can be realized.
Get ready to get creative with clay! This book introduces readers to the world of
clay modeling and provides step-by-step instructions for fun models, such as
penguins, robots, monsters, and trains. Age-appropriate and straightforward text
is paired with photographs of each step of the modeling process to give readers a
clear sense of each craft’s process and goal. The book begins with a list of
materials for readers to collect, including clay, modeling tools, cutlery, and other
household items. Readers will feel like real artists as they sculpt and shape their
clay into fun figures that can be used for play and decoration.
Presents creative projects using everyday materials and ingredients.
The book provides insight into the working of clays and clay minerals in speeding
up a variety of organic reactions. Clay minerals are known to have a large
propensity for taking up organic molecules and can catalyse numerous organic
reactions due to fine particle size, extensive surface area, layer structure, and
peculiar charge characteristics. They can be used as heterogeneous catalysts
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and catalyst carriers of organic reactions because they are non-corrosive, easy to
separate from the reaction mixture, and reusable. Clays and clay minerals have
an advantage over other solid acids as they are abundant, inexpensive, and nonpolluting.
The book explains the principles and fundamentals of Green Analytical Chemistry
(GAC) and highlights the current developments and future potential of the
analytical green chemistry-oriented applications of various solutions. The book
consists of sixteen chapters, including the history and milestones of GAC; issues
related to teaching of green analytical chemistry and greening the university
laboratories; evaluation of impact of analytical activities on the environmental and
human health, direct techniques of detection, identification and determination of
trace constituents; new achievements in the field of extraction of trace analytes
from samples characterized by complex composition of the matrix; “green”
nature of the derivatization process in analytical chemistry; passive techniques of
sampling of analytes; green sorption materials used in analytical procedures; new
types of solvents in the field of analytical chemistry. In addition green
chromatography and related techniques, fast tests for assessment of the wide
spectrum of pollutants in the different types of the medium, remote monitoring of
environmental pollutants, qualitative and comparative evaluation, quantitative
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assessment, and future trends and perspectives are discussed. This book
appeals to a wide readership of the academic and industrial researchers. In
addition, it can be used in the classroom for undergraduate and graduate Ph.D.
students focusing on elaboration of new analytical procedures for organic and
inorganic compounds determination in different kinds of samples characterized
by complex matrices composition.Jacek Namie?nik was a Professor at the
Department of Analytical Chemistry, Gda?sk University of Technology, Poland.
Justyna P?otka-Wasylka is a teacher and researcher at the same department.
Bring out your child’s creativity and imagination with more than 60 artful activities
in this completely revised and updated edition Art making is a wonderful way for
young children to tap into their imagination, deepen their creativity, and explore
new materials, all while strengthening their fine motor skills and developing selfconfidence. The Artful Parent has all the tools and information you need to
encourage creative activities for ages one to eight. From setting up a studio
space in your home to finding the best art materials for children, this book gives
you all the information you need to get started. You’ll learn how to: * Pick the
best materials for your child’s age and learn to make your very own * Prepare art
activities to ease children through transitions, engage the most energetic of kids,
entertain small groups, and more * Encourage artful living through everyday
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activities * Foster a love of creativity in your family
Getting creative with nature is fun and colorful with these Crayola outdoor crafts!
Easy to read instructions and detailed photos guide readers through making
projects. A QR code for each project links to a digital landing page showing
additional steps and photos.
Concerns about global warming and the depletion of oil reserves have led to
significant research into more sustainable composite materials made from natural
materials. Recently, research has focussed on the development of nanoscale
reinforcements for this new group of composites, significantly improving and
extending their range of desirable properties. Environmentally friendly polymer
nanocomposites summarises this wealth of research and its practical
implications. After an introduction to the subject, part one looks at matrix and
reinforcement materials as well as their characterisation. Part two reviews key
properties such as tensile and dynamic mechanical properties and thermal
stability. It also considers issues such as barrier properties, biodegradability,
rheology, electrical and thermal conductivity. The book concludes by reviewing
potential applications. This book is ideal for polymer and material scientists,
researchers and engineers. It will also help industrial researchers and R&D
managers who want to bring advanced eco-friendly polymer composite-based
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products into the market. Summarises the practical implications of the
development of nanoscale reinforcements for sustainable composite materials
made from natural materials Examines matrix and reinforcement materials and
their characterisation and reviews key properties such as tensile and dynamic
mechanical properties Considers barrier properties, biodegradability, rheology,
electrical and thermal conductivity and potential applications
The Bengt B Broms Symposium on Geotechnical Engineering was organised to
pay tribute to Professor Broms for his outstanding contribution to the
advancement of geotechnical engineering. A number of eminent geotechnical
engineers and researchers were invited to contribute to this Symposium. This
volume is a compilation of 27 invited papers presented at the Symposium,
covering the various aspects of geotechnical engineering, with the main focus on
pile foundations, excavation and retaining structure, and soil improvement.
Contents:The Republic Plaza in Singapore — Foundation Design (AnaB P
Papadopoulos)Short and Long Term Behaviour of Non-Treated and Lime- or
Cement-Stabilized Fly Ash (H Brandl)Capacities of Drilled Shafts in Sand
Subjected to Overturning and Torsion (J M Duncan & G M Filz)Prediction of
Unsaturated Soil Functions Using the Soil-Water Characteristic Curve (D G
Fredlund)Earth Pressure in Moving Soil Mass (M Fukuoka)Dee gnostopoulos (B
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B Broms & H P Lai)Stabilization of Soft Soils with Lime-Cement Columns (J
Hartlen & G Holm)Retaining Walls Reinforced with Geosynthetics: From Broms
(1977, 1978) to the Present (R D Holtz)The Active Design Concept Applied to
Soil Compaction (K R Massarsch & E Westerberg)Wave-Offshore PipelinesSeabed Interation (B Mazurkiewicz & W Magda)and other papers Readership:
Engineers, researchers and students in geotechnical engineering. keywords:
Your Eco-Friendly Yard shows you how to plan and create a personalized
ecosystem in your own yard. Youâ€™ll discover 20 projects, such as selecting
appropriate native plants for your region, practicing water efficiency and
conservation, and proper placement of trees and vegetation, plus tips and expert
advice for saving the earth, as well as time and money.
I think you may be the one who used to search Keyword on search engine to get
business ideas. No worry after buying this book you will stop typing keyword like
business ideas india, business ideas for women, business ideas for women at
home, business ideas with less investment, business ideas from home, business
ideas for women in india, business ideas,small business ideas,new business
ideas,best business ideas,good business ideas,online business ideas,home
business ideas,entrepreneur ideas,business ideas 2019,startup business
ideas,home based business ideas,great business ideas,best small business
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ideas,best business to start,top 10 small business ideas,business ideas for
women,successful business ideas,unique business ideas,innovative business
ideas,small scale business ideas,start your own business ideas,latest business
ideas,what business to start,best online business,new business ideas 2016,own
business ideas,work from home ideas,list of business ideas,small business ideas
list,small business ideas 2019,small business ideas for women,small business
ideas for men,online business opportunities,top business ideas,good small
business ideas,easy business ideas,best small business to start,most successful
small business ideas,best new business ideas,business ideas 2019,best small
business,simple business ideas,great small business ideas,successful small
business ideas,best business ideas 2019,small business opportunities,profitable
business ideas,new small business ideas,internet business ideas,best home
based business,best home business,home business,new business
opportunities,top 10 business ideas,small business startup ideas,small business
ideas from home,it business ideas,cool business ideas,entrepreneur business
ideas,small profitable business ideas,small online business ideas,future business
ideas,micro business ideas,work from home business ideas,small business at
home,big business ideas,low cost business ideas,local business ideas,idea
company,lucrative business ideas,small business ideas 2019,best business
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opportunity,different business ideas,hot new business ideas,new business ideas
2019,trending business ideas,top small business ideas,best online business
ideas,best business ideas to make money,creative business ideas,business
venture ideas,any business idea,best small business ideas 2019,easy to start
business ideas,upcoming business ideas,website business ideas,good home
business ideas,start my own business ideas,start own business ideas,new online
business ideas,top business ideas 2019,unique business ideas 2019,easy small
business ideas,startup company ideas,interesting business ideas,innovative
business ideas 2019,hot business ideas,some business ideas,great home
business ideas,easy home businesses,best entrepreneur ideas,good online
business ideas,best new business ideas 2019,different small business ideas,the
best business ideas,top ten business ideas,best business startup ideas,best
home business ideas,great business ideas 2019,popular business ideas,good
startup business ideas,best new businesses to start,most successful business
ideas,startup business ideas 2019,business ideas for men,good business ideas
to start,amazing business ideas,little business ideas,i need a business idea,best
business ideas 2019,best small business opportunities,new business
concept,new business startup ideas,american business ideas,web business
ideas,ideas to start a small business,small profitable business ideas list,personal
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business ideas,new entrepreneur ideas,10 business ideas,small business
opportunities ideas,top business opportunities,best business ideas to
start,successful home business,home based small business,one man business
ideas,best home based business ideas,good business ideas 2019,own your own
business ideas,possible business ideas,potential business ideas,internet based
business ideas,top new business ideas,growing business ideas,best new
business,business to business ideas,lucrative business ideas 2019,private
business ideas,need a business idea,business opportunity ideas,biz ideas,new
business venture ideas,top entrepreneur ideas,top home based business,good
entrepreneur ideas.
"Good Earth Art" contains over 200 easy fun art projects that develop an
awareness of the environment and a caring attitude towards the earth. Projects
use common materials collected from nature or recycled. The book is filled with
sensible creative ideas to help recycle and reuse through art, for all ages, and
includes a charted Table of Contents, two indexes, and a great list of
environmental resources. 1992 Benjamin Franklin Gold Award 1992 Midwest
Book Association Gold Award for Excellence
Proceedings of 14th International Conference on Humanizing work and work
Environment
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